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ABSTRACT

The embedded sensor networks are a promising technology to improve our life with home and industrial automation, health monitoring, and sensing and actuation in agriculture. Fitness trackers, thermostats, door locks are just a few examples of Internet of Things that have already become part of our everyday life. Despite advances in sensors, microcontrollers, signal processing, networking and programming languages, developing an Internet of Things application is a laborious task.

Many of these complex distributed systems share a 3-tier architecture consisting of embedded nodes, gateways that connect an embedded network to the wider Internet and data services in servers or the cloud. Yet the IoT applications are developed for each tier separately. Consequently, the developer needs to amalgamate these distinct applications together.

This paper proposes a novel approach for programming applications across 3-tiers using a distributed extension of the Model-View-Controller architecture. We add new primitive: a space - that contains properties and implementation of a particular tier.

Writing applications in this architecture affords numerous advantages: automatic model synchronization, data transport, and energy efficiency.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The Internet of Things (IoT) encompasses a huge variety of applications, ranging from fitness trackers, home automation to health monitoring, sensing and actuation in agricultural environments. These ultra-low-power networks bridge to the larger Internet through gateway: a mobile phone or a device running embedded Linux. Back-end servers in the cloud store data transmitted by gateways and render it to users via web interfaces.

A subset of these applications operates across three tiers as shown in Fig. 1: embedded, gateway and cloud. Each tier has different storage, computation, energy resources and diverse user interfaces (e.g. a blink sequence and tapping input in Fitbit or a web page). One or more low-power embedded devices sense and actuate with the physical environment. These devices can be personal and mobile (e.g. smart watch), shared and stationary (e.g. door lock), or some mixture of the two. Embedded sensing devices often share a similar set of challenges and limitations, including ultra-low power operation, low duty cycles, sensing, actuation, and low-power personal area wireless protocols (802.15.4 or Bluetooth).

IoT apps must manage energy carefully, deal with delay-tolerant networking, run on three different processor architectures and three different operating systems. Changing a small detail in one part of the application (e.g. the format of a data value) requires propagating this change across many languages and components that run on each tier.

Programming such sensor network applications has always been difficult. While there has been tremendous progress in operating systems [13, 4], programming models [11, 5], and
networking for low-power embedded devices, these advances are only part of a much larger puzzle – an IoT programming model consisting of many different types of devices. Despite these efforts, each tier is developed separately: converting data between different schemas manually. We notice that Model-View-Controller is a software architecture that dominates modern web application development in frameworks such as Rails, Django, and Meteor. Many desktop applications follow such an architecture too (XEmacs: synchronize multiple windows with the same buffer). As a result, MVC’s abstractions and approaches are well understood by the majority of developers today. Therefore we ask, how can we make the development of IoT applications as easy as the modern web?

This paper presents Ravel, a programming framework for IoT applications following the three-tier architecture. A Ravel developer writes code in a single language (in our implementation, Python) across all tiers of the system. First, an application is written with a Distributed Model-View-Controller architecture. Then, the developer assigns the models and views across spaces—the devices that comprise the three-tier application. Finally, Ravel generates static code for each of the spaces that can be compiled and deployed to the devices.

Ravel’s programming abstractions allow a developer to take a complex, distributed sensor network application and write it as a series of models with views and controllers. Ravel fills in all of the intervening pieces, such as network protocols that synchronize models across devices, storage, and scheduling. The high-level description of the system is simultaneously concise and semantically expressive.

This paper has three contributions: (1) A novel Distributed Model-View-Controller programming paradigm for IoT applications that follow a 3-tier architecture. (2) The concept of spaces, which allow a programmer to distribute the data processing pipeline across multiple devices, with the Ravel automatically handling data synchronization, encryption, and other networking across spaces. (3) An implementation and an evaluation of the framework based on how well the system enables simple, high-level programming of distributed applications with little overhead over native, hand-written implementations.

Paper organization follow. Section 2 provides an overview of Ravel, that is detailed in Section 3. Section 4 describes the evaluation of the framework. Section 5 gives an overview of programming paradigms for IoT and Section 6 concludes this article.

2. SYSTEM OVERVIEW

A Ravel application is a set of models, views, and controllers, distributed across different devices. Ravel’s model defines the data types that an application collects, processes, stores, and displays to a user. In web frameworks, a model is typically bound to a particular database table: they represent a schema and an instance of that schema. Ravel applications are distributed; thus, a model has multiple instances across different spaces; each with a to space specific schema. For example, the model instance on the embedded device is represented as a Cstruct, on the Android gateway as a class, and in the backend as a table. Each instance of the model will have distinct storage sizes characteristic to the space. An embedded device, smartphone, and a backend might have the same model of heart rate. However, each of the model instances would only store a subset of the data (e.g. the embedded device current heart rate, mobile device the latest hour, while the server maintains the full history).

Models can be durable or volatile, and apply data optimizations (e.g., allocation, caching, compression) appropriate to the limited resources of embedded and gateway devices. It is the controller of the model that create records, moves data from in-memory buffers to flash, apply data optimization, move and convert data between schemas and spaces.

Models and controllers are device-independent, but the views are space-specific: the interface of a shower sensor with a few LEDs is different from that of a mobile phone or web application. Ravel provides unified API to fetch the data from models and pass it to a template implementing the view for a particular space.

A space is a set of rules, templates, and code snippets for a particular platform (e.g., an Android phone, a TinyOS sensor, a Django server). For example, a TinyOS space has information about nesC data types (such as nx_uint16_t), uses ActiveMessages, runs transforms within tasks, and uses TinyOS’s storage component for durable models. Rather than individually write code for each tier, Ravel developers assign same models to spaces and adds views to them. Each space specification has all the logic necessary to translate Ravel application code into the code for that particular space. For some spaces, such as Python-based Django, this translation is straightforward because Ravel is implemented in Python, the developer writes an application similarly to the Django framework. For more constrained environments, such as TinyOS/nesC or Contiki, this translation is more complex. Ravel generates the code from space templates and code snippets: by mapping data types from internal to the particular space types and using that to create buffers, communication routines, initialize the main function.

2.1 Water Saving Application

To ground the above concepts in a concrete example, we develop a sensor network application. The application’s goal is to collect fine-grained water use data on the students living in a large dormitory. Currently, the university only knows how much the entire building uses water daily. Without finer-grained data, it is hard to formulate policies to reduce water use (a tremendous concern in California, given the severe drought).

We mount a sensor between the water pipe from the wall and the fixture to monitor water flow and temperature from the showers and sinks in the dormitories. The sensor has a rechargeable battery that is charged by harvesting energy from water flow using a small turbine. The sensor device communicates using Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) to a smartphone gateway (either Android and iOS). When the gateway is close to a sensor, the application on the smartphone connects to and requests data from the sensor. The gateway stores this data and asynchronously sends it to a python-service (Django) running in the cloud. The sensor encrypts the data that is decrypted only on the cloud. Sensors hold onto records until they receive an end-to-end acknowledgment from the cloud.

3. PROGRAMMING WITH RAVEL

Fig. 2 shows Water Sensing Application in Ravel’s primitives. The main data flow (shown in blue) goes from two
3.1 Models

Essentially, each Ravel model is a set of fields that represents data. We use metaprogramming to overrides standard class initialization and add necessary fields for the system meta information, class signatures and convenience functionality. For example, each model will get automatic fields such as node id, timestamp, sequence number. The distributed models can be either best-effort or reliable. In the reliable case, a model synchronizing data from the embedded space to the cloud space will not delete a record until it receives an end-to-end acknowledgment from the cloud.

The fields are represented by Ravel’s data type (such as Integer, Float, TimeStamp, and so on) that compiler maps to the type used in each space. For example, if we decide to represent sensor reading as uint32_t rather than uint16_t the change needs to be performed only in one place – Ravel will propagate this change to all three tiers. Such an approach is tremendously useful when models span multiple spaces: instead of having to redefine the schema for each device and system, the developer only needs to maintain one specification. Additionally, a holistic data types prevent one of the most common causes of security vulnerabilities: wrong type-casting [12].

Ravel automatically synchronizes model instance between spaces when networking is available. Prior that, records are stored either in memory or in flash depending on defined durability. Because changes to the model can occur on any of tiers while being disconnected, the framework enforces directed data flow: records appearing earlier in the flow are synchronized to later models but not vice-versa.

Ravel models support differing data durability requirements between applications and models within the same device tier. The standard mode is durable, persisting data on flash while the light-weight mode only keeps a RAM buffer. In the latter mode, data may be lost to a system reboot or overflowed buffer.

3.2 Views and Controllers

Controllers respond to pushes from other controllers and interface requests (such as displaying a record). They read and modify their models and invoke views. Ravel controllers extend standard MVC by sending data across spaces; controllers typically do not modify or compute on data as this is done by the model. The developer has the flexibility to specify option such as value update time, sensor reading interval, timeout. Ravel generates controllers as series of timers and interrupt handlers. For example, the temperature sensor would be periodically read, but the data transmission would be contingent upon an available connection.

3.3 Spaces and Templates

Ravel spaces describe the properties and technical details of underlying devices. Technically, a space contains file, function, Makefile and include templates together with software components. Ravel uses templates and software components to assemble controllers, models and views that map them to the underlying OS native types in a particular language. Internally, Ravel builds a graph with the data types and structure particular to space’s programming system. For example, a temperature model component will contain initialization function, includes, build and linking dependencies. Also a controller to read the sensor and write to the Measurement – a model in our example.

Ravel uses a templating approach similar to that of popular modern web frameworks. To reduce runtime overhead Ravel generates static code before deployment that allows to inspect and modify code manually.

4. EVALUATION

This section describes Ravel evaluation. Firstly, we examine implicit benefits of developing IoT application in the Distributed Model-View-Controller in a data flow architecture. Secondly, using previously described the water saving application (Lines of Code, LoC) to implement the sensor application manually in C to one written in Python using Ravel.

A team of 4 Ph.D. students, one undergraduate, and one post-doctoral researcher developed this application over a...
period of 6 months, encountering numerous engineering challenges in the process. For example, Android and iOS have very different Bluetooth interfaces (and programming languages), forcing completely separate gateway implementations. Developers for each component of the system must decide on data representations and bridge those representations across programming languages and architectures: C to Swift, C to Java, Swift to Python, and Java to Python. Moving functionality across devices (compression or encryption) requires entirely new, and separate implementations, and changing the placement of data processing requires new data formats as well as marshaling code. As a result, early design decisions made about how to distribute the application across devices are effectively set in stone, preventing us from making several desired changes before deployment.

4.1 Benefits of the Single Data Model

Having one single data model spanning all three tiers is tremendously helpful. In our example application the data is (1) read from a sensor as uint32_t, (2) stored in a buffer (as a C struct containing timestamp uint32_t, sequence number and node id both uint16_t), (3) moved to the durable medium (flash). Upon available connection, a record is read from the flash drive, (4) converted to a radio compatible buffer (uint8_t byte array) and transmitted. When the gateway receives the data (uint8_t byte array), the application (5) cast byte array to the expected data types (two uint32_t and two uint16_t, unmangled in the right order). Stored them in (6) typed class and (7) writes to a durable storage. Finally, the data is transmitted to the backend server (8); where it is (9) typed class and (10) stored in the database fields.

In Ravel changing data type for from 16 to 32 bits is achieved by one line of code. Whereas manually, it would require changes in ten different places, on three different devices, in three different programming languages as described above. Additionally, such change may require splitting data packets on embedded device (because of the limited radio message size) which would complicate reliable synchronization further.

Another notable advantage of Ravel is the ability to define valid ranges or checks for data: check temperature between 0 and 100C, else alert. Alternatively, monitor invariants that data must satisfy: verify that battery percent increased while water flow is active. To apply such sanity checks and add testing code to our non-Ravel implementation across all three-tier manually (via hacks) has led to numerous bugs as parts of the system were evolving separately. In Ravel, this is automated and does not require additional effort, leading to a system that is not only easier for developers to understand, but also to debug, maintain and detect errors.

4.2 Model Synchronization and Durability

A traditional sensor application oftenperiodically streams data to the permanent gateway. Hence, storing data values on the device is optional, which simplifies the application. In our scenario, we encountered two challenges with such approach: firstly, BLE devices have short communication range thus deploying gateway in each shower would increase cost. Secondly, to connect these gateways to the electrical outlet requires special casings and certification for electronics in wet environments, which made deployment more expensive and complicated. Hence, we decided to crowdsourc data gathering that requires durable models, and their synchronization.

Ravel model has optional meta class parameters that allows specifying details for synchronization and durability. Enabling the durability flag will automatically initialize flash on embedded device, store data there and read it for transmission. On the gateway, for instance, it would create a database (for example SQLite on Android). Enabled synchronization produces necessary buffers and controllers to move the data from the embedded device to the gateway and further to the cloud. For example, MeanTemperature model is only stored on the gateway to store it on the cloud the developer needs to implement database storage on the cloud and communication handlers. A robustly and scalable implementation would require tens to hundreds of lines in Python, Java or C/C++ while in Ravel it is sufficient with only one.

4.3 Complete Application

In our comparison, the Ravel developer required to write 80 lines of code for the entire application. That resulted in generated 1201 lines of C code for the embedded device, 2393 for Android (1470 XML, 908 Java and 15 IDL), and 136 Python for Django. That is fewer than the hand written version, but this difference is not significant: it is mostly due to how Ravel partitions functions and performs local variable initialization.

When compiled, the Ravel version uses significantly less code space than the hand-written one, namely 20308 B vs. 13100B as detailed in Tab. 1. The difference took us by surprise - given the somewhat equal lines of code, we would expect somewhat equal code size. The larger code size in the hand-written version is because of its build process: there were some unnecessary object files included in the final executable, left over from prior versions of the application. Once these were removed and the same compilation options were used, the hand-written version had roughly equal code size to the Ravel one. However, this points at the benefit of using a framework, which can automatically minimize not only code but also use toolchains intelligently and in an optimizing way. Ravel helps avoid many common mistakes that only many years of practice and experience prevent.

Noticeably, this evaluation is indicative because of LoC as a main metric. However, it is evident that the time to develop applications in Ravel is significantly shorter. Our approach is more feasible for applications intended for individual use rather than mission critical cyber-physical systems.

5. RELATED WORK

SQL-like query interfaces [15, 16, 2] enable data retrieval from a distributed sensor network as if it were a database. A single query can retrieve data from multiple nodes in the network. Users or applications query data from a heterogeneous sensor network via the gateway, retrieving results in...
an endpoint. For example Cougar [25] adds a query proxy layer on top of the application’s runtime. The burden to write the complex code for each tier of the application: individual nodes, gateway, and backend system – is on the developer.

Rather than sending queries, macroprogramming focuses on writing a high-level app for groups of nodes [1, 18, 19, 14, 3, 8]. The paradigm hides communication, storage, and runtime complexity allowing the developer to focus on the application’s data and logic. For example, EcoCast [24] is an interactive object-oriented macroprogramming framework. The developer writes Python code that is later compiled into C code and distributed to nodes. Similar to an SQL-like approach, these systems assume that a particular OS, libraries the run-time is available on the node. Macroprogramming systems do not address cross-tier programming issues: the developer must manually program and change the gateway and cloud, ensuring that the data schemas are compatible after the changes in node applications.

Numerous systems have proposed to simplify development using data streams, which enable the developer to concentrate on data models and information flow rather than low-level programming [17]. These approaches allow users to specify computation on existing data flows and deal with a variety of particular type of stream. For example, MISSA [10] implements a middleware for provisioning generic stream-based services, while SPITFIRE [20] focuses on enabling access to the data from connected sensors as a semantic web. Yet, these approaches assume either a secondary developer [23] (who implements the system according to the specification) or the existence of the enterprise infrastructure with deployed code for each tier.

Other systems, for example, SNACK [7], propose a configuration language, with a library and compiler for the development of Wireless Sensor Networks. Instead of creating a new language, WuKong [21, 22] uses a flow-based programming paradigm in a familiar Java environment. The developer constructs an application from logical components in WuKong’s library and later distributes the application as binary executable for embedded Java VM.

To address three-tier programming, Exemplar [9] allows the developer to demonstrate the desired physical interaction and bind it to a resulting action. The system analyzes the sensor traces and classifies different interactions (tilting a head left or right). Similarly, Fabryq [6] allows a developer to write an embedded-gateway-cloud application as a centralized Javascript application that interacts with the cloud and embedded device through RPC function calls. These and many other techniques allow a developer to explore quickly and prototype an MGC application. However, they lack deployability: the implementation is tied to a particular hardware that supports the subset scripting language. Also, the primary goal is prototyping. Thus, there is no way to transition an Exemplar or Fabryq prototype to a working system (scale it, move to different hardware, or add new sensors or actuators) besides developing it again from scratch.

The exiting programming paradigms have a set of limitations for the IoT. Firstly: existing frameworks assume access to the data (e.g. nodes) through a central always-connected gateway. Secondly: they require that the data schemas, communication protocols, other components and data types are static in the different tiers of the architecture. For example, SQL-like programming assumes that the system output will have correct and homogeneous data types or that they will be cast correctly even without reprogramming. Thirdly: the newly uploaded programs, scripts or executed queries have to be “standardized” or they will require the gateway and cloud to be reprogrammed, which is not addressed by these systems. Finally, these systems do not address application requirements for user interaction, networked and distributed functionality at each device tier: embedded, gateway, and cloud.

In contrast, Ravel addresses current limitations. Changes in Ravel model are propagated to the code for each of three tiers. Ravel generates static code from templates for each tier in the architecture. Firstly this reduces dependencies on a particular OS, libraries or runtimes. Secondly, it permits the developer to implement and use any existing system and its desired functionality. Finally, Ravel retains the benefits of developing a single application for a three-tier architecture.

6. CONCLUSIONS

This paper presented Ravel, a novel programming framework allowing developers to program 3-tier architecture explicitly in a manner very similar to web applications today, via models, views, and controllers. Ravel introduces concept of space, which bind particular models, controllers and views to a specific devices. The networking complexities between devices are hidden by the distributed model that automatically synchronizes whenever possible.

Programming an entire embedded sensor network in a high-level language has been a long-term goal of sensor network research. Ravel suggests that perhaps we should consider programming at an even larger scale, encompassing the gateways and cloud that are part of almost every application.
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